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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS : 
 
1-This question paper is divided into three sections:  

Section – A  (READING COMPREHENSIONS 20Marks ), 
Section -B (WRITING SKILLS & GRAMMAR  30 Marks), 
Section -C (LITERATURE & LONG READING TEXT 30 Marks ) 

2- All sections are compulsory . 
3-Follow the instructions carefully .Do not exceed the prescribed word limit  while answering the questions.  
 

Q1-Read the poem carefully: 
Section  A ( Reading Comprehensions -20 ) 

                                       A PSALM OF LIFE 
Tell me not ,in mournful numbers, 
Life is but an empty dream ! 
For the soul is dead that slumbers, 
And things are not they seem . 
Life is real !Life is earnest! 
And grave is not its goal; 
“Dust thou art ,to dust returnest,’’ 
Was  not spoken of the soul. 
Not enjoyment ,and not sorrow, 
Is our destined end or way ; 
But to act ,that each to-morrow 
Finds us farther than to-day. 
Art is long ,and time is fleeting , 
And our hearts , though shout and brave , 
Still, like muffled drums, are beating  
Funeral marches to the grave.  
In the world’s broad field of battle,  
In the bivouac of Life , 
Be not like dumb , driven cattle ! 
Trust , no future , howe’er pleasant ! 
Let the dead Past bury its dead ! 
Act –act in the living Present ! 
Heart within ,and God ,o’erhead ! 
Lives of great men all remind us  
We can make our lives sublime , 
And, departing ,leave   behind us  
Footprint on the sands of time --- 
Footprints,that perhaps another, 
Sailing o’er life’s solemn main, 



 A forlorn and shipwrecked brother, 
Seeing, shall take her heart again . 
Let us, then,be up and doing , 
With a heart for any fate; 
Still achieving ,still pursuing, 
Learn to labour and to wait.                                      H .G .Longfellow 

1.1-Answer the following questions by choosing the best options.                      6 marks 
a -This poem is about --------  . 
i) Living life with action                                               ii)       enjoying life 
iii) mourning life                                                            iv)     postponing action 
b-The first two stanzas……………………  . 
i) speaks some negative views of life                      ii)     try to dispel pessimistic views about life 
iii)        say that death is not the end of life                      iv)    All the above  
c-The poet says that we are always moving towards death and …………………. 
i) enjoyment should be our goal           ii)-we should act for continuous growth 
iii) we are bound to meet sorrow               iv-our funeral is near 
d- The failure of the past …………………..   . 
i-should point towards the future               ii-should shape our present 
iii-should remind us of God                      iv-should be forgotten 
e- The antonym of the term “driven cattle’’ is …………………  . 
i-sincere and active                                     ii-meek and submissive 
iii-traditional and conservative                iv-conscientious and determined  
f- The synonym of “sublime’’ is ……………………   . 
i- Cruel                                     ii-ideal 

iii---  tolerant                                   iv- enlightened  
1.2Answer the following questions.                             6 marks 

a-Why does the poet not accept life as an empty dream? 
b-Why should an individual involve him in enjoyment and sorrow ? 
c-Why does the poet compare heart with muffled drums?  
d- Do you think the poet is right in saying that one should not tangle one’s conscience in worry of past 

and future ? Why is it so ? 
e-What qualities are indicated by the world ‘sublime’? 
f- What is the synonym of the world ‘shipwrecked’? 

Q.No. 2 – Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow:                                                                                                              
There is an English Proverb, “The end justifies the means”. Perhaps there is another more relevant 
principle which may be expressed thus: “The end justifies the beginning”. It is the end result that proves 
whether the beginning was right or wrong. 
Many people begin their lives with great enthusiasm. But the later period of their life has proved that 
their beginning was not the right one. Their case is a case of miscalculation, rather than one of the right 
calculation. For example, Greek emperor Alexander the Great was very ambitious person. His goal was 
to conquer the world. But his human limitations overcame him and he died at the age of 32 in Babylon, 
about 3000 km away from his homeland. 
The same is true of Adolf Hitler who, likewise an ambitious man, who rose to the position of chancellor 
of Germany. Then he decided to rule the whole of Europe, for which he initiated a war which escalated 
into World War II. Yet, Hitler could not fulfil his dream, and committed suicide at the age of 56 in a 
bunker. 



There are thousands of such examples. Certain individuals start out in life with high hopes, but fail to 
achieve their goal and then die in a state of frustration. In the beginning they are hopeful, but in the end 
they died in a state of utter hopelessness. 
‘Right here, right now’ is a formula of life that has gained popularity in the present age. This seems to be 
a beautiful formula. I know a number of persons, both men and women, who have adopted this principle. 
Although in the beginning they were very happy, in the later period of their lives they felt that they had 
been unsuccessful in the achieving their goals. Finally, they fell prey to frustration and died of some fatal 
disease, and in a state where they had lost all hopes and enthusiasm. 
Happiness in the present is not the criterion of success. The right criterion is whether a person is able to 
maintain his happiness and sense of satisfaction right to the end of his life. The value of a tree is gauged 
by the fruit that it offers when it has reached the stage of full growth. Similarly, the right formula of life 
is that which can give a person satisfaction till the end of life, and not just for a temporary period. 
A tree is known by its fruit, which is the final phase of tree’s life. Similarly, the pattern of human life 
will be judged by what it turns out to be its final days. 
Never make a mistake of planning for life by taking only immediate gain into consideration. You should 
always plan by keeping the future in mind. 
An individual should first of all discover his own self and plan accordingly for his life. People generally 
set their goals out of zeal, but this is certainly not a mature way of making decisions. 
The better way to decide one’s goal is to understand the realities of life, and then act in accordance with 
them. Failure to do so is the main reason for people dying in frustration after having set out full of 
enthusiasm: when they set themselves goals, it was under the influence of emotions, without due 
consideration. Such plan does not work for long. It is like a sandcastle which is destined in the long run 
to fall apart. 

Questions: 
(a) On the basis of your reading of the passage make notes on it, using headings and sub headings. Use 

recognizable abbreviations wherever necessary and a format you consider suitable. Also supply an 
appropriate title to it.                                            (5 Marks) 

(b) Write a summary of the above passage in about 80 words.                                     (3 Marks) 
Section B (Writing  skills & Grammar)                                    30 marks 
Q.No. 3-As the librarian of your school ,write a notice informing the students of the penalty for loosing and   

damaging the books issued to them . word limit: 50 words      (4 marks) 
Q.No. 4-You are Shan of 32, Kailash Colony, Ranchi. Write a letter to the editor of a local newspaper about 

the misuse and poor maintenance of the public park in your area . word limit: 150 words (6 marks) 
Q.No. 5-Write an article in about 200 words for a newspaper on the ‘Pleasure of Reading’ or ‘ The 

Company of     books’                  (10 marks) 
Q.No. 6-The following passage has not been edited . There is one error in each line. Write the 

incorrect word and correction in your answersheet.             (1/2x6=3) 
.          INCORRECT                              CORRECTION 
Thomas Edison is an American scientist       (a)   -----------------                          ----------------------- 
He have made many inventions.                    (b)   -----------------                          ------------------ 
Once he was worked on making an               (c)   ------------------                        -------------------- 
electric bulb . He would sure that                  (d)   -----------------                        --------------------- 
his bulb is replace gas lights .                         (e)  --------------                              ---------------------- 
He wants to give the people a safe gift.          (f )----------------                          ------------------ 
 
 
 



Q.No. 7-In the passage given below, one word has been omitted in each line .Write the missing word 
along with the word that comes before and after the word .The first one is done as an example.(1/2x6 )=3 
       Word before Missing word Word after 

Ten months  I decided to leave                                     eg,  months             ago        
my native country and went the                                    (a)-----------        ------------       --------------- 

                I 

USA.When reached there                                             (b)----------         --------------     ---------------- 
I suddenly found labelled                                             (c) ------------      ---------------       -------------- 
as foreigen student. Gradually                                      (d)-------------      ---------------       --------------- 
I discovered a foreign student                                       (e)------------     ----------------       --------------- 
had problems whether he was Japan                             (f)-------------         -------------        ---------------- 
like me or from some other country.     

Q.No. 8-Rearrange the following to form meaningful sentences .   1x4=4 
a-the /sparrow/from/ city /it/ disappeared/house/has/seems/common/the/that/ 
b-factors /and /pollution/herbs/native / important/the /responsible/are/loss/shrubs/of/and 
c- occupy/history/in /of/India/honoured/rajputs/the/the/an/place 
d- lay/honour /their/would/down/lives/ they/their/uphold/to/ 

  SECTION –C (LITERATURE AND LONG READING TEXT)      30 MARKS 
Q.No. 9-Read the lines given below and answer the questions that follow:                              (3 marks) 

And she the big girl – some twelve years or so . 
All three stood still to smile through their hair  
At the uncle with camera. 

a-Name the poem and the poet. 
b-What is the occasion? 
c-What does the phrase ‘ smile through their  hair’ mean ? 

Q.No. 10- Answer the following questions briefly in 30 to40 words .                                  ( 3x3=9marks) 
a-why has Amanhotep iv’s reign been described as one of the strangest periods in the history of ancient 
Egypt? 
b-How did the disaster strike  ‘Wavewalker’? 
c-Why was Ranga’s home coming a great event? 

Q.No. 11-‘When the  people are  pious and good, even nature mourns their death.’  Justify with reference to 
“The  Portrait of a Lady’’                                                                                                              (6marks) 

Q.No. 12-Describe the third encounter of the ghost with the Otis family .Answer in about 120-150 words.  
             (6 marks) 
Q.No. 13-Which character of the novel  ‘The Cantervilla Ghost’  do you like the most and why ? .Give a 

description of that character  in 120-150 words.                                                                       ( 6 marks )  
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